
Welcome to
a New Way of Working

TM

Helping Small Business Owners and their 
Benefits Advisor find the right Benefit

Products for them and their Employees



Top Small Group 
Insurance Software

FormFire’s software streamlines Small Group Insurance from start to 
finish and is an efficient platform for health insurance quoting, selling 
and enrollment. Our all-in-one platform provides the tools required 
for Small Group health insurance. Ultimately, FormFire software 
helps Brokers and Carriers establish simpler processes, save time and 
increase revenue. We offer:

With such a large block of business 
focused in the small and mid-market 
space, engaging FormFire for the last 
several years has helped us develop 
an efficient and systematic way to 
initiate RFP’s for our clients.

Lauren P.

“
• Over 300 Carrier’s Applications

• The most robust and secure collection of personal and medical 
health information

• Legally recognized and Carrier approved eSignature

• The most recognized and experienced software in helping Agencies 
that work with small businesses



Brokers

Quote, sell and enroll Small Groups without the hassle of paperwork and multiple 
platforms. FormFire gives Brokers a competitive advantage by making the work of 
managing benefits quicker, easier and more attractive for Small Groups.

Eliminate the hassle of quoting and selling Group benefits

FormFire provides an “all-in-one-place” for pulling rates, collecting medical 
information and presenting quotes to Groups without having to exchange a single 
piece of paper.

Set yourself apart from the competition

While your competitors are spending time pulling rates from multiple Carriers,
Brokers using FormFire can quickly provide numerous quotes in a polished,
shopping-like experience. 

Easy to set up, easy to use

New Brokers can be set up within a matter of minutes and our easy-to-use 
software doesn’t require weeks of training, so you can start leveraging the power 
of FormFire right away.

Gain a competitive advantage



Software        
Features

Quote and Proposal Tool
Gather fully insured quotes instantly using just 

basic demographic info, there is no need to wait 
for Groups to provide additional details.

https://www.formfire.com/technology/quoting-engine


Intelligent Medical Health 
Questionnaire Tool

Streamline data collection by only collecting 
the necessary data one time and use 

it to populate multiple Carrier’s health 
questionnaires.

Auto Error Check
Save the time manually scrubbing application 

for incomplete data. FormFire’s auto error 
check makes sure all applications are whole 

and complete.

https://www.formfire.com/technology/intelligent-employee-interview


Plan Selection

Intelligent Business Report

Give your Groups a place they can view all the 
plans available to choose from, from medical 
to other ancillary products, all-in-one place.

You’ll gain from greater visibility into a Group’s health 
and activity. There are reports ranging from upcoming 
Group renewals to risk assessment with our Medical 

Condition summary that highlights high risk conditions 
for your review.

Form Mapping
Access thousands of Carrier quoting and 

enrollment forms for medial and ancillary 
products in one place, just download the 

completed ones you need. 

https://www.formfire.com/technology/intelligent-business-reports
https://www.formfire.com/technology/form-mapping


Support for Brokers and  
Their GroupsGroup Plan Assign Tool

For passive enrollment, it can be challenging for 
Brokers to get Groups to reselect and sign up 

for the same plans again. To simplify the open 
enrollment process, Brokers have the ability to 
assign the health plan to all of the Employees 

who aren’t waiving coverage.

With FormFire, Brokers have the added value of our Client Services 
team that not only supports the Broker, but your Employers and 
Employees as well. In addition to our Client Services team, we 
have our help site available 24/7 to help guide you through using 
FormFire.



Security and
Compliance

Collecting Employee personal and medical information requires a lot of care 
to ensure collection and storage are compliant and secure. FormFire is the 
provider of choice for any institution desiring the highest level of security and 
privacy.

HIPAA & HITECH compliant

FormFire is subject to privacy and security requirements under the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the 
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act 
(HITECH).

 
WCAG compliant

FormFire adheres to the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 
2.0 guidelines found within the American with Disabilities Act.

 
End-to-end encryption

FormFire has multiple levels of security in place to protect all private 
data stored in our system. Backups also use strong encryption and are 
stored securely in the cloud.



The FormFire 
Mission

Helping Small Business Owners 
and their Benefits Advisor find the 
right Benefit Products for them 
and their Employees.

FormFire was founded in 2006 to offer Brokers and their small business clients 
a simpler way to work. Since our beginning, we’ve relentlessly pulled the market 
into the digital age. FormFire’s platform allows Brokers to grow through efficient 
quoting and customer management. More Carriers are accepting digital feeds 
for small groups and more Groups are working online.

Now, with the Affordable Care Act, working online is becoming even easier. For 
fully-insured groups, our process is even more streamlined. For self-funded 
groups where medical insurance is still required, we have the best system on 
the market.

“



Ready to Quote,
Sell and Enroll? 

Lets Get Started!

1100 Superior Avenue #1650 I Cleveland,OH 44114
Phone: (216) 357-7400 I Email: sales@formfire.com

FormFire is an all-in-one digital platform that can not only improve 
your onboarding process but can also enhance the lifetime value of 
your Groups. Unlike other health insurance software, new Groups can 
be set up within a matter of minutes, and the easy-to-use interface 
doesn’t require weeks of training. Contact FormFire today to get 
started.

Click here to 
start the conversation


